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On a Personal Note...

By Charles E. Gaudet II
What a big month on the personal 
front – my daughter turned four and 
my youngest brother got married to a 
wonderful woman!

Now, while I was attending the 
wedding ceremony at Castle in the 
Clouds in New Hampshire, I couldn’t 
help but wonder if the venue uses this 
opportunity to set the stage for repeat 
business, or if they are just focused on 
a one-time event. (Apparently, this 
continual profit-minded thinking is 
quite a double-edged sword – can’t seem 
to turn it off even when I’m technically 
“off the clock.”)

If the powers-that-be at Castle in the 
Clouds were strategic, they’d keep 
records of all the marriages that happen 
on the property, and offer specials, 
promotions, and packages around each 
couple’s wedding anniversary to bring 
them back to the property to celebrate 
there.

And if they really wanted to be more 
strategic, they’d amp up their game 
and personalize their marketing 
message with a first anniversary, second 
anniversary, etc.  

Taking it further, they could also 
leverage this information with partners 
and joint venture opportunities to 
bring together a completely memorable 
experience – such as hotels, adventures 

Continued on page 2

Quotes

“The achievements of an 
organization  are the results 
of the combined effort of each 
individual.”  
- Vincent T Lombardi

“Great things are done by a series 
of small things brought together.”
- Vincent van Gogh
 

August  2013

“When something bad 
happens, you have three 
choices. You can let it 
define you, let it destroy 
you, or you can let it 
strengthen you.” 
 - unknown

(like hot air ballooning), restaurants, 
etc. – this would make the venue more 
appealing for people who think they’ve 
been to the property once and have 
already “seen it before.”

Precisely why Disney creates different 
reasons to celebrate every year… and 
why they intentionally space out 
and build different rides, parks, and 
attractions to give people another reason 
to come back.

Now last month, I referenced the 
importance of customer service and how 
the world has gotten smaller due to the 
speed of communication – especially 
where people liberally speak out about 
their experiences.

Now, I’m the first to say I do not 
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maximize my social 
media presence (I 
admitted this in 
my article called 
“How and Why 
to Use Hashtags 
for Marketing” 
- http://www.
predictableprofits.
com/how-and-
why-to-use-twitter-
hashtags-for-
marketing/). There 
are a million different 
marketing strategies, 
and only so many balls 
you can juggle all at 
one time – so you’ve 

just got to pick and choose from those that produce 
the highest ROI.

That being said, I do make a presence and 
intentionally stir up the waters just to see what 
surfaces.

Three weeks ago, the Internet at my home office 
went, out and I called Comcast to resolve this.

In addition to the frustrations attributed to the 
miscommunication between the technician and 
myself, it became 
more frustrating 
when they told me, 
“it appears your 
Comcast modem 
isn’t working, so 
we’re going to mail a 
new one to you and 
charge you $20 to 
expedite shipping.”

Why are you charging 
me $20 if your piece 
of equipment isn’t 
working?

And how come I have 
to pay to resolve this 

quickly?

Now, when I told the technician how stupid the 
policy was, he quickly offered to credit the $20.  
 
The new modem arrived but the problem still didn’t 
get fixed.

Long story short – they (reluctantly) agreed to send 
a technician to the house. The first appointment was 
accidently canceled by Comcast (they neglected to 
inform me). The technician was 3 hours late for the 
second appointment… but eventually chose not to 
show up because Comcast accidently cancelled it 
AGAIN (they didn’t notify me about this either). 
The third time, they called me to tell me they were 
on their way, but because they never scheduled an 
appointment with me, I was unavailable. And finally, 
after much aggravation, frustration, and hair loss – 
they came and fixed it on the fourth try (apparently, 
when they ran the wires to the house, the technician 
at that time couldn’t be bothered to update the 
wiring from the old and outdated technology to the 
new). 

So I wanted to see what would happen if I voiced my 
frustration on Twitter (if you don’t follow me, you 
should at http://www.Twitter.com/charlesgaudet).

Here’s my post:

Shortly thereafter, I get this response from Comcast:

THANK YOU FOR SPREADING 
THE WORD!

“I’m grateful for 
our Insiders’ 
community, 
and humbled 
by those of you 
who’ve taken the 
time to refer your 
friends, family 
and colleagues 
to the Club. 
A warm and 
sincere thank 
you to each one 
of you!”
-Charles Gaudet
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From a strategic standpoint, it’s great that Comcast 
keeps a pulse on conversations related to their 
company. It gives them a chance to react and attempt 
to control a situation.

But… what was even more impressive was how 
quickly I received a message from DirectTV! They 
contacted me to let me know they were sorry to 
learn of my experiences with Comcast, and made me 
a special offer to see, for myself, how their company 
was different!

This is where having a social media strategy 
and monitoring BOTH your company 

name and your competitors pays off!

In truth, I was so frustrated with Comcast – I was 
within a cat’s whisker from taking them up on it!

For the heck of it, jump on Twitter and do a search 
on your competitors – see what their customers are 
saying. 

What problems (and solutions) are being discussed?

How can you 
offer a better 
solution?

Does it make 
sense for you to 
reach out and 
contact them? 
Perhaps.

If you haven’t 
done so yet, also 
make sure you set 
up Google Alerts 
for the same 
reason. I wrote 
an article about it 
you might want 
to check out at 
http://www.predictableprofits.com/an-essential-
free-tool-every-entrepreneur-must-use-in-their-
marketing/.

3 Must-Follow Rules for 
Setting Your Price

By Charles E. Gaudet II

Sometimes… just when you think you know it all... 
you’re presented with gentle reminders of why we 
test.

This reminder is all too common for marketers (like 
myself ), who regularly frequent Anne Holland’s 
WhichTestWon.com (I recommend you go to the 
website and sign up for her newsletter). Every week, 
Anne and her team posts the “Test of the Week” – 
random samplings of design, copy, and price tests.

While my ego is just big enough to occasionally pat 
myself on the back as a self-professed “marketing 
genius” – it’s almost embarrassing how many times I 
get the biggest “no brainer” tests wrong (it’s a good 
exercise in maintaining some degree of humbleness).

Inside of these tests are price related tests, and while 
many people don’t put a lot of emphasis on testing 
their prices, I’ve personally witnessed increases in 

sales of over 100% 
by making a slight 
modification in prices.

For many, this sounds 
a little bizarre – but 
I want you to think 
about something for a 
moment:

Price is perceived 
value.

The other day, I went 
to the hardware store 
to purchase an anti-
corrosive spray for my 
children’s paddleboat 
(corrosion is one of 

those nasty headaches we graciously accept living 
on the ocean). Now, I don’t know a darn thing 
about corrosive spray, but I wanted to make sure I 
was buying the best spray I could (because I didn’t 
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want to waste my time or money coming back for 
an alternative solution). So I did what any rational 
guy would do in my situation – I bought the most 
expensive bottle.

I made my decision on price.

When I was in college, I had a girl who sniffed my 
neck and said: “Wow! You smell great, what are you 
wearing?” …and I made the mistake of admitting to 
her it was Drakkar – known as a cheap cologne often 
reserved for high school boys. This turned her off as 
fast as a bull in a butcher shop.

Back then, I was not willing to spend more money 
on cologne than I did beer… so I strategically found 
a similar smelling (much more expensive) cologne, 
and told the girls they were actually smelling the 
premium brand.

They loved it (…and it got me the “girl” - now my 
wife)!

Now, even though the girls still smelled the same 
cologne, because the premium cologne was priced 
more, they perceived the odor to be more attractive 
than my less expensive brand.

And yes, there have been plenty of times when I 
went to the store to purchase a non-essential item 
(such as plastic bucket), where one was priced at 
$12.15 and the other at $11.99, where it was a no-
brainer for me to by the cheaper product at $11.99.

You have to know when price becomes a factor in 
the decision making process.

The closer your product/service is 
perceived as a commodity – the more price 
becomes an issue.

Now, we know marketing is largely about managing 
consumer perception, right?

The goal is to make you the obvious choice and 
convey such significant value in your product/service 
that price becomes a virtual non-issue.  

In other words, you want consumers to believe their 
lives will be so drastically improved by using and 
applying your offering, it wouldn’t matter if you were 

the most expensive competitor – they want to work 
with you.

But no matter how well you build your value 
proposition, you still want to make sure you build 
every possible advantage into your offer.

And one of these advantages is knowing more about 
price – and what variables are proven to increase 
sales over another.

It doesn’t matter what price we’re talking about 
either.

I found I had a much easier time selling my real 
estate investments when I initially priced them at… 
for example, $699,000… than I did at $700,000.

The same can be said for people who sell things at 
$0.99 versus $1.00.

So, in studying optimal figures and results, I’ve 
found three effective pricing rules and guidelines 
that I apply when pricing a product for myself, or 
recommending to my coaching clients.  

Here they are:

1. Don’t Use Round Numbers!
Ever notice you’ll walk into a store and see things 
priced at $19.99 instead of $20.00 – wonder what 
the difference in a penny will make?

Believe it or not, studies confirm the difference 
in one, seemingly insignificant penny has been 
proven to offer a 20% increase in sales!

This phenomenon happens because consumers perceive 
$19.99 to be significantly cheaper than $20.00!

Even though we’re only talking about a single 
red cent, remember, price is nothing more than 
perception.

The same thing would apply for a product priced at 
$997 versus $1,000 – the $997 product will out-pull 
the thousand-dollar product any day.

When I have this conversation with my coaching 
clients, many of them respond with: “But Charlie, it’s 
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only three 
bucks, does it 
really make 
a difference?”

Yes. A huge 
difference.

2. Know When to Eliminate Cents!
Marlene Jenson, a pricing expert and CEO of 
Pricing Strategy Associates, says companies should 
eliminate cents for all products priced over $100.  

Marlene’s research has found adding “cents” to 
premium priced products negatively affects perception.

In some cases, it’s been reported that consumers 
believe if you’re asking for $163.59 (for example), 
you can be perceived as “price gouging,” with people 
saying things like: “You’re already getting $163 bucks 
out of me – do you really need the 59 cents?”

Sounds petty, I know – but believe it or not, not 
everybody is as smart as you and me.

Additionally, adding cents make it look more 
expensive.

For example, a product priced at $47 is perceived to 
be less expensive than $47.00.

Yea, I know, I know – it seems crazy and even trivial, 
but I ain’t making this stuff up!

If you really want me to get psychological on you, 
it’s because $47 takes up only 2 horizontal spaces in 
your consumers’ brain, while $47.00 takes up 4 spaces. 
While it’s the “same” price, studies confirm when you 
eliminate the 
decimal, your 
sales will go 
up.

Even though 
the prices are 
the same – 

one price is perceived to be more expensive.

3. Use Primary Numbers
My kindergartener came home and said: “Dad, did 
you know red, blue, and yellow are primary colors!”  
Well, the same can be said about pricing numbers 
too.

The three primary numbers proven to 
increase sales:  5, 7, and 9.

This means, anytime you have a product for sale, you 
want to end your product with a 5, 7, or 9, as these 
numbers are proven to attract the most buyers.

Whether selling something at $7.99, $79, or $179 – 
we’re ending the price in a primary number (in this 
case 9).

The same could be said for $19.95, $19.97, or 
$19.99… or $1,995… $1,997… $1,999.

Any one of those prices would be considered an 
advantage in the study of pricing psychology.

Now for the hard-nosed conversion:

Everything I just shared with you is based on 
proven research and studies, but even with all this 
information presented to you, it’s still important to 
test your prices.

See what the difference will be if you sell your 
product for $37 instead of $47 – will you get more 
sales or less?

What happens if you increase your price? (Yes, I’ve 
seen it many times when increasing price actually 
increases perceived value and drastically increases 
sales… many times!).

Test, test, test – the marketer’s motto.

In a series of marketing tests, Marlene Jensen determined the number “3” – placed 
anywhere in price ($137, $395, $133) performed lower than when it was removed. 
Marlene calls the number 3 a “poison price.” Now, in all fairness, she readily 
admitted more tests needed to be done for this to be statistically conclusive – but as 
an Insider, I felt it was an important variable for you to pay attention to.

$$ HOT TIP! $$
There are times when you want to make 
a product/service look more expensive – 
such as when you’re presenting a bonus or 
explaining the real value of your offering.

When increasing the perceived value – 
you want to use round numbers (such 
as $10,000), and use cents (such as 
$2,000.00) in your marketing!!
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How to Turn Your Most 
Embarrassing Failures Into Millions

By Charles E. Gaudet II

Ever wonder 
why so many 
people admire 
Richard 
Branson… 
yet are less 
impressed 
with Donald 
Trump.

They’re both 
billionaires.

They’re both very intelligent business people.

What does Richard Branson have that Trump doesn’t?

The answer: likability.

Now, it’s not that people don’t like Donald Trump – 
it’s just that people can’t relate to “the Donald.”

(Huh, there’s that word again. “Relate” - as in 
“relationships” - must be important, right?) 

Case in point: pick up a copy of Donald Trump’s 
“The Art of the Deal.” If I were to summarize the 
overall message, it would be something like this:

“Look at what I did, see how smart I am.”

On the contrary, pick up a copy of Richard Branson’s 
autobiography and you’ll get a totally different 
message. Probably something like this:

“Look at all these mistakes I’ve made… and continue to 
make… the only reason why I’m a billionaire (and most 
people are not) is not because of superior intelligence, it’s 
because I had the balls to stand back up every time I got 

knocked down.”

Failure is something people can relate too.

One of the first stories Tony Robbins told me was 
when he was living in a small, 400-square-foot 
apartment in Venice, California. He was overweight, 
struggling financially, and continuously ended up 
with relationships not working.

Tony shared stories of having to wash his dishes in 
the bathtub and cook his meals on a hotplate placed 
on top of a trashcan.

…and eventually, how he filled the gap between 
where he was and the mega-successful personal 
development coach he is today.

Another transformational speaker tells the story of 
how he went from $200,000,000 net worth, to living 
out of a motel and standing in the center of the road, 
begging for cash… before he turned himself back 
around again and increasing his net worth multiple 
fold.

It’s these stories that get people to pay attention.

Notice we don’t see a lot of “rich-get-richer” stories 
with a strong following?  

It’s because people love underdog and rags-to-
riches stories.

On a psychological level, people love these stories 
because it brings them hope.

In the back of their minds, they’re saying things like: 
“Wow! If he can do it, so can I!”

And while, on some level, we all understand this 
to be true, when it comes to revealing our own 
hardships and struggles, most people tend to hold 
back in fear of looking bad.

I had a coaching client who I spoke with in detail, 
several times, trying to nail down his story. But 
each time we got close to the grassroots version, 
he wanted to remind me about his success as a real 
estate investor and entrepreneur.

Sure, that’s interesting… but here’s where the story 
got really, really juicy.

After almost 6 months of working with him, on 
a whim (because he didn’t feel it was important) 
he happened to mention before he became largely 
successful, he was homeless!

It’s true! He said he was sleeping in the backseat 
of his beat up Mazda, and would drive down the 
boulevard at 11:00pm at night trying to find a place 
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to sleep that wasn’t going 
to get him ticketed, towed, 
robbed… or worse, killed!

In fact, the only way he 
could shower was to take a 
portion of the $30.00 a day 
he was making dressed up as 
a character for kids’ birthday 
parties, and buy a cheap 
monthly gym membership 
so he could make himself 
presentable the next day!

But this experience lit a fire 
under his ass, and pushed 
him to break above all 
odds and create something 
spectacular that radically 
improved his life… but also 

helped to increase the wealth and quality of life for 
hundreds of individuals.

Now isn’t THAT story much more interesting?

There’s a reason why I’m not bashful about telling 
people about my ADHD, or the fact that I was 
actually diagnosed with having “one of the worst 
cases of learning disabilities” the practitioner had 
ever seen up to that point. Or that I was in over a 
million dollars of debt in my early 20s… or the stress 
of operating a business in the foolish way I thought 
I had to led me to the emergency room at the 
hospital… or how the many hours I worked nearly 
got me tossed into divorce court.

And let me tell you, I’ve got a lot more baggage I’ll 
eventually share with you…

But here’s the point, people don’t want to feel you’re 
untouchable or invincible – they want to know you’re 
human. You make mistakes and you can relate with 
struggle.

They want to know you “get them.”

This is precisely what bit Mitt Romney in the ass… 
people felt he was so rich that he lost touch with 
reality… and now, the paparazzi are making a big 
deal about Mitt pumping his own gas!

Don’t tell me about how to get out of my own hole 
until you tell me how you got out of yours… and not 
just got out… I want to know your hole was deeper, 
dirtier, and harder to climb out of. Only then will I 
start to believe you.

But now here’s the key:

The other day, I was watching Spiderman with my 
son tucked under my right arm and my daughter 
snuggled under my left. At first, Spiderman seemed 
to be a typical, lost, slightly bratty kid. Then 
something tragic happened, with all the trouble 
Spiderman had given his aunt and uncle, his uncle 
decided to follow Spiderman out the door to see 
what he was up too.

Spiderman walked into a convenience store, and 
while he was there, the store got robbed. Spiderman 
had the power to stop the robber and do something 
about it… but he didn’t. So the robber left the store 
unscathed, proceeded to run away… but Spiderman’s 
uncle became an obstruction.

Lo-and-behold, the uncle got shot and died.

This was the impetus of him becoming a hero – 
and because of his backstory and the emotions it 
conjured up witnessing the situation and imagining 
his pain, people loved him.

So look, I don’t just want to hear about you being 
bullied as a 
kid or being so 
broke your mom 
had to water 
down the milk 
– I want to hear 
about how that 
story helped 
to contribute 
to your success 
today.

Go ahead, spill 
the beans: what 
sort of down and 
dirty baggage do 
you have to offer?
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Why Specifics Sell and 
Generalities Fail

By Insiders’ Club Member, Tom Trush
The most dependable way to generate leads from 
your marketing is by telling prospects what you can 
do for them in exchange for their hard-earned cash.

Now, you may think this concept is common sense, 
but it’s ignored all the time in marketing materials.

Let me explain...

I love picking through the mail. Almost every 
day, I sort through the letters, bills, and ads that 
splash across our living room floor the moment the 
mailman walks off our front porch. We have one of 
those old mail slots next to the front door - so you 
immediately know when the mail arrives.

Anyway, it’s rare when I see a company tell me 
specifically what it will do for my money.

Most times, the messages simply state a company name 
and the product or service it provides. For example, I 
often see postcards with messages such as…

Franklin Auto Shop. Come see us for your next oil change. 

You might then see a phone number or website.

Sure, the above message might tell you what the 
company does - and even provide a price - but what 
do you really get for your money?

You see, vague messages don’t sell as well as specific 
statements. 

Notice the specifics in the following example from 
Oil Can Henry’s “Famous 20-Point Full-Service Oil 
Change”:

Our Famous 20-Point Full-Service Oil Change is 
preventative maintenance that helps ensure your vehicle 
is operating safely and efficiently.

 It’s easy, too! You just relax in the comfort of your car 
as we perform the oil change and complete a thorough 
review of your vehicle’s recommended services, as 
determined by the manufacturer.

Each oil change also comes with Henry’s Top-Up 
Guarantee: If your vehicle is low on any fluid within 

three months of your last Oil Can Henry’s service, go to 
any Oil Can Henry’s service center, present the receipt 
from your last service, and we’ll “top-up” the fluid to its 
proper level at no charge.

Note: For your safety, we do not top-up brake fluid.

Our Famous 20-Point Full-Service Oil Change includes:
•	 New Oil*
•	 New Oil Filter
•	 Lubricate Chassis
•	 Wash Windshield
•	 Under Hood Visual Inspection
•	 Under Chassis Visual Inspection

CHECK AND FILL:
•	 Power Steering Fluid
•	 Battery
•	 Transmission/Transaxle
•	 Differential (Front and Rear)
•	 Transfer Case
•	  Radiator Coolant Recovery Level
•	  Windshield Washer Fluid
•	 Tire Pressure

CHECK AND INSPECT:
•	 Brake Fluid
•	 Air Filter
•	 Crankcase Breather (PCV Filter)
•	 PCV Valve
•	 Lights
•	 Windshield Wipers

Keep in mind, it’s likely that many other auto shops 
provide these same services with an oil change, but 
few ever share the information in their marketing 
materials.

In my book, The Reluctant Writer’s Guide to Creating 
Powerful Marketing Materials: 61 Easy Ideas to 
Attract Attention and Create More Customers, I tell the 
story of how - more than 80 years ago - advertising 
writer Claude Hopkins overcame the challenge of 
marketing a product identical to many competitors.

His client was Schlitz and the product was beer. At 
the time, Schlitz held fifth place in its industry. The 
strategy you’re about to read propelled the Milwaukee 
brewer into a tie for first after only a few months.
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Schlitz’s rise to prominence has been called the 
greatest success in beer advertising. Not only do you 
see beer’s biggest brands using the same strategy 
today, but it’s also something you can apply to any 
business.

When Hopkins began studying other beer 
companies, he noticed they all announced the same 
claim in their advertising - “pure.” In his book, My 
Life in Advertising, Hopkins explained how brewers 
would publicize the word in big letters. Some would 
even buy double-page ads so “pure” was displayed as 
large as possible.

Hopkins recognized that the claim had little effect 
on prospects, so he went to a Schlitz brewery in 
search of a solution.

Once there, he saw plate-glass rooms filled with 
filtered air where beer dripped over pipes. The 
process allowed the beer to cool in purity.

Next, he saw large filters packed with whitewood 
pulp, and then watched how every pump and pipe 
was cleaned twice daily to avoid contamination. 
Even the bottles were washed four times by 
machinery.

Although the brewery sat on the shores of Lake 
Michigan, Hopkins saw how Schlitz tapped artesian 
wells to collect pure water from 4,000 feet below the 
ground. He was also shown vats where beer aged for 
six months before it went to users.

A stop in the laboratory revealed how the yeast used 
in Schlitz beer was developed from an original cell 
that required 1,200 experiments before the finest 
taste was discovered.

Once back at the office, Hopkins asked, “Why don’t 
you tell people these things? Why do you merely try to cry 
louder than others that your beer is pure? Why don’t you 
tell the reasons?”

“Why?” was the response. “The processes we use are 
just the same as others use. No one can make good beer 
without them.”

Hopkins had a hunch people would respond to 
reading how Schlitz achieved “pure” beer, so he 

used print 
ads to tell 
stories that 
gave purity 
meaning.

Notice how 
Hopkins 
supported 
his claims 
with specific 
facts, and 
didn’t 
assume 
prospects 
knew 
information 
his client 
believed was 
common 
knowledge. 
Too often, 
we’re so 
close to our 
companies 
that it’s 
difficult to realize what prospects truly understand.

Also, Hopkins was a master at educating his readers. 
When you walk away from reading one of his ads, 
you feel a little wiser.

And finally, Hopkins wasn’t hesitant about using 
long copy. He understood prospects crave as much 
information as possible before making a purchase. 
After all, who would ever handicap a salesman by 
only allowing him to speak a certain number of 
words?

Tom Trush is a Phoenix-based direct-response copywriter 
who helps business owners craft lead-capturing marketing 
materials. His newest book, The “ You” Effect: How to 
Transform Ego-Based Marketing Into Captivating 
Messages That Create Customers, is now available on 
Amazon.com and from other major book retailers. Tom is 
also the author of The Reluctant Writer’s Guide to Creating 
Powerful Marketing Materials: 61 Easy Ideas to Attract 
Attention and Get More Customers. More information 
about Tom can be found on his website at http://www.
writewaysolutions.com.
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Ask Charlie!

Insiders’ Club Members are encouraged to click on the 
“Ask Charlie!” button inside of their Members’ Area to 
hit him with your biggest challenges, frustrations, or 
business building questions… and, who knows, your 

question might be answered right here in the very next 
newsletter!

QUESTION: “Charlie, I think I’m ready for a 
transition. For a variety of reasons, I’ve always felt 
I was good with money and I’ve had a passion for it. 
Every time I look to start something else, I keep circling 
back to creating my own financial services company. So 
here’s my question, because there’s so much competition in 
financial services, do you think it’s even worth my time 
kicking around the idea or should I start something else?” 
Dan M., New Hampshire

Hi Dan,

Let me tell you a 
little story.

Back when I was a 
student at Babson 
College, I spent 
three years doing 
research, reading 
magazines, and 
taking notes trying 
to come up with 
the “next big idea.”

I had hundreds of 
ideas that I still think were pretty good, but I never 
actually started any of those businesses because I 
either figured the idea wasn’t good enough, or more 
commonly, there was too much competition.

In a moment of frustration, I met with a professor, 
hoping to achieve a moment of clarity, and he said:

“Charlie, you need to stop looking for the best idea – 
that’s not how market leaders are made – they’re made 
by creating a better product or service. You could sell 
paperclips if you wanted to – just find a way to do it 

better than everyone else.”

Throughout history, we’ve seen companies step in 
and become market leaders because they found a way 
to do it better.

Nobody ever thought there was room for another 
video store with Blockbuster chewing up all the 
competition… then came along Netflix.

Who in their right mind would have started another 
shoe store? But that didn’t stop Zappos.

And in my little town here in Portsmouth, NH – 
who was going to challenge RiverRun bookstore, 
which was a town favorite for years? Then Book-
and-Bar stepped in… and welcomed the crowds.

You are right, the financial services market has a lot 
of competition - but have you noticed something 
about this competition? For the most part, they’re 
all pretty much saying the same thing - few are 
standing out and trying to be different.

Few are like Pamela Yellen, who carved out her 
own niche in financial services. See what I mean 
here: http://www.BankonYourself.com - she does a 
number of things right, and appears to have build a 
solid foundation for Predictable Profits (positioning, 
product, and promotion). 

Dan – also do yourself a favor and check out The 
Core Profit Spectrum within the Insiders’ Club online 
Members’ Area. It’s one of those presentations 
where many members achieved numerous “ah-ha!” 
moments.

Hope this helps!

In your corner,

Charles E. Gaudet II 
Founder of PredictableProfits.com

Where Entrepreneurs Come to Grow Their Business™
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Charlie and his wife, Heather, have invested over 
$500,000 studying peak performance and investing in 
personal development for creating a more fulfilled 
life of health, wealth, love, and happiness. He’s 
learned from some of the most notable people on 
earth, and each month, he will pick one lesson to 
share with you as a valued Insider.

Several years ago, I was waterskiing with a 
national champion.

This man would hit the wake of the boat and 
soar like an eagle in the air - had everyone in 
awe who watched him. He was sponsored, had 
a bazillion friends, and excelled at his craft.

One day he decided he was going to try 
something new, and while it’s an admittedly 
dangerous stunt, went hand-gliding behind the 
boat. In a surprising turn of events, he went 
from flying 250 feet in the air to an instant 
nosedive and crashed into the water at an 
alarming speed.

As an onlooker, I thought he was dead.

The boat whipped around to grab him but he wasn’t 
surfacing.

Rescuers jumped in the water and couldn’t find him.

Minutes (which felt like hours) went by… he was 
nowhere to be found.

Then all of a sudden he surfaces. Scared. Frightened. 
Out of breath.

He had the look in his eyes like he just saw his 
maker.

Apparently, the kite crashed, causing him to lose his 
breath, but what made matters worse was that the 

harness didn’t release in time, and when it did, it 
caused him to be lost (and trapped) in the fabric of 
the kite while being intertwined in the rope.

For most people, they’d call it quits.

But for Mark, he said: “I’ve got to do that again. If I 
don’t get back up there, I’m always going to be afraid. I 
need to prove it to myself that I’m okay.”

Now this is a little bit of an extreme situation, but 
things like this happen all the time.

It’s been said that in 1964, during their very first US 
tour, The Rolling Stones were booed off stage.

An epic failure for many – and an artist’s worst fear.

Most people would have given up. Fortunately, they 
pushed forward and became known as one of the 
greatest bands of all-time. 

When I gave my very first speech, just seconds 
before I got on stage, I was so nervous – I spilled 
water on my crotch. Then, shaken up, I got in front 
of the crowd and couldn’t stop thinking “everyone 
thinks I just peed my pants” and forgot what I was 
saying.

I could have given up and used the excuse of “I hate 
public speaking” – but then again, if I did, I would 

The Secret for Creating a 
BIGGER Future

By Charles E. Gaudet II

Where Entrepreneurs Come to Grow Their Business™
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have missed out on a lot of opportunity over the 
years.

Of course, let alone the number of times throughout 
my life where I went to start a business only to fall 
flat on my face…

So many people with less attempts than I believed 
“they weren’t cut out for entrepreneurship” – yet 
by 24, I created my first multi-million dollar 
organization.

You see, most people go about their entire lives 
pulling an anchor behind them.

They limit themselves with a barrage of excuses as to 
why they can’t, haven’t, or won’t do something.

Also using words like: sad, bad, don’t, no, not, but, 
and maybe.

Words that don’t inspire growth or achievement.

These words are born from past (often painful) 
experiences that, somehow, stimulate this limiting 
belief.

As I observed the successful people around me, I 
noticed something interesting.

Those people who continue to struggle and are 
unhappy with where they are today – are trapped in 
the past - frequently referencing past events, stories, 
and make it a habit of regularly looking through past 
pictures because they “miss those days.”

“I gave a bad presentation, therefore I can’t do it.”

“My last marketing campaign didn’t work, therefore 
I won’t try again.”

Phooey! 

Successful (and most happy) people cut the anchor 
make it a regular practice to look into the future.

They’re frequently caught dreaming about the future 
or planning it.

They live in the present and for the future.

INSIDERS ARE PROUD 
TO SUPPORT:

Where Entrepreneurs Come to Grow Their Business™
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Coming in the Next Issue…

•	 Imagine competing in a saturated market… 
with many businesses unable to handle the 
heat (going out-of-business)… yet one business 
is thriving even though he’s the MOST 
EXPENSIVE in the market! We’ll uncover 
this strategy and how you can apply a similar 
technique in your business!

•	 Plus more surprises you won’t want to miss!

Members-Only Announcements

September is giving you many “reason why” 
holidays for creating a number of different 
marketing campaigns – there’s always a reason to 
reach out to your customers!

September

September 2nd - Labor Day

September 7th - Google Commemoration Day

September 9th - Wonderful Weirdos Day

September 13th - Yom Kippur

September 17th - Constitution Day

September 18th - National Cheeseburger Day

September 19th - Talk Like a Pirate Day 
 
September 27th - World Tourism Day 
 
September 28th - Family Health and Fitness Day

September’s Weekly Observances

1st - 7th - National Nutrition Week

8th - 14th - Substitute Teacher Appreciation Week

15th – 21st - National Indoor Plant Week

22nd – 28th - National Dog Week

September’s Monthly Observances

Bourbon Heritage Month

National Grilling Month

International Strategic Thinking Month

National Child Awareness Month

Where Entrepreneurs Come to Grow Their Business™
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National Coupon Month

Self Improvement Month

Good reasons beget good profits. Check out 
September’s calendar posted inside of the Insiders’ 
Club Members’ Area online. 

Don’t forget to log into the Insiders’ Club Exclusive 
Members’ Area for more business growing tips and 
information! If you have not received your username 
and password, please email Charlie’s assistant Mike 
(mike@predictableprofits.com), and he’ll get that 
out to you as quickly as possible. This is a WIP 
(work in progress), and we’ll constantly be adding 
more material to massively increase the value of your 
membership. 

Ways to Maximize Your Predictable 
Profits Experience
 
Pay-For-Performance Consulting: Application Only. 
Must have annual revenues in excess of $1,000,000. 
This is where Charlie will create, design, and take 
you by the hand to deploy these marketing strategies 
directly into your business for a small retainer and a 
percentage of the profit he’s able to achieve for you.

Million Dollar Roundtable: Invitation Only. 
Must demonstrate proficiency in the Predictable 
Profits Methodology and have an annual income of 
$1,000,000 or more. 

Platinum Business Coaching: $1,000/hour. Receive 
an individualized, custom session dedicated toward 
understanding and creating actionable strategies to 
grow your business and dominate your marketplace. 

Insiders’ Club V.I.P. Member Benefits:

- Monthly Insiders’ Club Newsletter

- Quarterly Group Mastermind Call

- VIP Discount on Future Products and 
Services

- Restricted Access Website

- Exclusive Members’ Only Blog

-	 PLUS MORE!

Where Entrepreneurs Come to Grow Their Business™
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